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Introduction

Cyanobacteria are oxygenic photosynthetic organisms that play essential 
roles in aquatic ecosystem primary production. They are tiny creatures, with 
single cell diameters ranging from less than 1 lm for the Prochlorococcus 
genus to more than 40 lm for the Moorea genus. Cyanobacteria may be found 
in a variety of environments, from freshwater to marine, on surfaces such 
as buildings and monuments, lakes, salt marshes, coastal waterways, and 
open oceans. Cyanobacteria may also be found in harsh environments such 
hydrothermal vents, hot spring, deserts, and arctic and alpine ecosystems.

About the Study

There have been several accounts in recent decades of Climate 
change, such as global warming and nutrient enrichment along coastlines 
as a result of Aquaculture and industrialisation Climate change has caused 
a rise in the prevalence and proliferation of hazardous cyanobacterial species 
blossoms. These CyanoHABs are distinguished by their fast proliferation of 
cyanobacteria, resulting in thick surface layers scum or mats CyanoHABs 
are found in Freshwater, estuarine, and marine ecosystems Cyanobacterial 
blooms in freshwater are common recognised in large lakes worldwide, such 
as Lake Lake Taihu, Lake Erie, and Lake Ontario Atitlan is a volcano[1].

 Cyanobacteria are also found bloom in estuarine areas like the Baltic 
Sea The sea and Lagoons on the coast The blooms of Aphanizomenon and 
Nodularia filamentous cyanobacteria have been found on an average of 6 days 
each year. SinceThese blooms happened in 2010. Furthermore, in 2014, these 
blooms covered a wide region, amounting to 200,000 km2. Lyngbya majuscula, 
a hazardous marine cyanobacterium, has been reported more often since 
the 1990s. Harvey's ex-girlfriend Gomont is thriving in Australia and Florida. 
CyanoHABs do not exist in freshwater or marine settings not only harmful to 
water quality and human health but Aquaculture and tourist businesses are 
also threatened. Blooms of the in 1996 the cyanobacterium Microcystis caused 
the devastating 60 renal patients in Brazil were poisoned as a result of the 
Toxin poisoning of freshwater sources microcystin [2]. 

The toxin peptide nodularin was discovered in blooms of Nodularia 
spumigena Mertens ex Bornet et Flahault from an Atlantic Coast shrimp 
farm in 2010, reducing shrimp development and production. Despite the 
recent increase in the frequency of cyanoHABs, little is known about their 
dissemination throughout ecosystems. Long-distance transmission of 
cyanobacteria in freshwater environments entails crossing natural hydrological 
barriers such as the land-air interface of lakes and reservoirs via aerosols or 
animals. Cyanobacteria are carried large distances in maritime habitats by the 

water medium, either passively via rafting or by human-mediated activities 
such as international commerce.

 Cyanobacteria dispersion has consequences for food safety and human 
health since potentially bloom-forming, poisonous, and non-native taxa can 
be transported to previously uninvaded areas. For example, the poisonous 
cyanobacterium Chrysosporum bergii E.Zapomelova, O.Ska celova, 
P.Pumann, R.Kopp & E.Janecek was discovered in the Caspian Sea but has 
since moved to Australia, the Czech Republic, Egypt, Germany, Slovakia, and 
the United States. This is concerning since this cyanobacterium generates 
cylindrospermopsin, which is both cytotoxic and genotoxic.

Cyanobacterial cells are exposed to UV radiation such as UV-A and UV-B 
while connected to rafting debris at sea or the hulls of ships, Hydrobiologia, 
which can harm the physiology and biochemistry of cyanobacterial cells. 
Cyanobacteria may use alternate carbon and nitrogen sources such as urea 
and arginine when nutrients are scarce. Because cyanobacteria can live in a 
wide range of environmental conditions, they may be transported through a 
variety of means around the world.

In this study, we evaluated the literature on the various processes of 
cyanobacterial transport from the 1950s to the present and emphasised the 
numerous problematic species that are distributed by these ways. Published 
studies on the movement and survival of cyanobacteria via aerosols, 
animals, shipping, and rafting in diverse terrestrial, freshwater, and marine 
settings were reviewed. As keyword searches, we utilised the following terms 
linked to cyanobacteria transport: cyanobacterial transport, cyanobacterial 
dissemination [3].

Cyanobacteria on garbage, cyanobacteria in aerosols, cyanobacteria in 
animal movement, and cyanobacteria shipping". This review is broken into two 
pieces. The first looks at cyanobacterial taxa that are naturally distributed by 
animals and mechanisms of transport like wind and water. The second focuses 
on cyanobacteria dissemination via human-assisted modes of movement 
such as international sea-based shipping and plastic pollution. A schematic 
illustration explains the numerous dispersion strategies.

Since 1844, the existence of microorganisms in the air has been intensively 
debated, and cyanobacteria transfer through the air has been acknowledged as 
a method of dispersion. There is currently little information on airborne dispersal 
since organism concentrations are low in the environment and sampling from 
the air is technically difficult. The major way contributing to microalgae airborne 
dispersal is the generation of droplets from diverse surfaces holding saltwater, 
precipitation, or soil water? Different forms of droplets, such as films, spumes, 
and jets, result in biological enrichment of the water surface layer, allowing 
wind-borne transport of microorganisms [4].

The cyanobacteria Aphanocapsa and Phormidium were discovered 
in aerosol samples collected in Holland. Microalgae spread in terrestrial 
habitats is aided by dust, erosion, and plant debris. Cyanobacteria are a 
prominent component of airborne microalgae. Messikommer discovered the 
cyanobacterium Nostoc sphaericum Vaucher ex Bornet & Flahault when 
containers were exposed to the air while exploring the transfer of organisms 
through air. Although every species has a fixed lifespan, it is clear that human 
impacts have expedited the extinction of many taxa. With many more human 
extinctions projected, biologists are focusing on the systems that drive the 
development and preservation of species variety. The geographic range of a 
species is an essential barrier against extinction. The fossil record shows that 
organisms with broad geographic ranges survive longer than those with narrow 
geographic ranges [5].
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Conclusion

Furthermore, the volume and frequency of genetic exchange between 
distant populations is regarded to be a major predictor of both the pace 
and method of speciation. As a result, a species' geographic distribution is 
likely to have a significant role in both its survival and extinction. As a result, 
understanding the mechanisms that govern species' geographic ranges is 
an essential aspect of evolutionary theory and conservation biology. Much 
effort has gone into determining species-level Traits that influence geographic 
range, such as larval mode proposed as primary factors of geography species 
distributions Other, more generic, life history characteristics may also have an 
impact on geographical range for instance, rarity and geographical range are 
thought to be interdependent and also among rock dwellers Mollusks from the 
tropical Pacific that are resistant to predation were studied. Assumed to be 
more adept at traversing marine obstacles than more endangered species.
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